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Psycrets: The British Society of Mystery Entertainers celebrated its 5th 

Anniversary with Tabula Mentis XI: Vitruvian Mentalism.  

This event assembled a series of presentations and demonstrations that were 

remarkably complementary and formed a coherent whole for all participants. The 

event as ever had the great benefit of calling forth a wide range of practitioners 

from the Netherlands, Germany, Sweden, Italy, Portugal, the US and the UK. They 

have a huge variety of substantive interests beyond mentalism, including 

philosophy, social constructivism, social science methodology, psychology, law, 

history of the book, Russian, drama studies, acting, horror, design, computer 

programming, motivational speaking, coaching, among many others. 

For me, the event represented the beginnings of a real paradigm shift and 

maturation of mentalism. Gone from the discussion were detailed accounts of 

method and mind reading without premise. In contrast, the event focussed on 

giving meaning to what we do and how to move the craft into the depths of human 

experience. Through psychological and other routes, the attendees explored deep 

themes involving emotion, nostalgia, fear and the unknown. 

The run-up to the event included a certain expectation among the participants as 

they made their way to London. Emails, forum posts and Facebook postings from 

attendees built a great sense of excitement.  

 



 

I knew it was going to be a great week when the topic of Melvin Bragg’s Radio 4 

programme ‘In Our Time’ was on the neo-Platonists who were at the heart of the 

Renaissance and provide a wonderful foundation for much of what we seek to 

achieve as mentalists: questions of human existence, the position of the human 

between earth and ‘other’ worlds, the possibility for accessing ‘secret’ knowledge 

that manifests itself in our abilities, and expanding the human experience of the 

unexplained in our performances.  

Preamble – Jacques Wine Bar, The Lamb and Curry House 
 

Proceedings began on Friday at Jacques Wine Bar in the Tavistock Hotel, where our 

new Italian member Daniele Nigris appeared first, quickly followed by Roni and 

Laraine Shachnaey, Thomas Heine and Rainer Mees and Madelon Hoedt. Much was 

on the table for discussion, and great intrigue expressed over Daniele’s ‘black bag’. 

Within a few minutes, the pendulums were out and the fun began.  

Daniele has a particular way about him that is otherworldly and the combination of 

his beard and accent creates a fantastic ambiance. He showed us a principle with 

the pendulum and an onyx sphere that was simply unbelievable. Madelon and I 

both tried it, and it manifested itself in different ways for each of us.  

We soon made our way to The Lamb to meet up with Iain Dunford, Simon Scott, 

Jon Thompson, and Bob Percy, after which Madelon and myself collected Scott 

Grossberg to come join us. With this amazing line up of mystery entertainers, the 

discussions and demonstrations came fast and furious!  

Through the pouring rain, we made our way to the Russell Hotel and then on to the 

Curry House. At the Russell, Daniele was once again in the spotlight with a 

demonstration of his ‘Void’ concept using nothing more than a small silver box and 

the mind of Madelon. Stay tuned for more, as Daniele is planning on publishing his 

material soon! 

Curry House discussion descended into mirthful chaos as proceedings drew to a 

close.  

The Day 

 

The event itself took place in the Edwards Suite of the Royal National Hotel in 

Bloomsbury.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Bob Percy  

 

Seasoned circus and sideshow 

performer and busker Bob ‘The 

Extraordinarian’ Percy shared his 

thinking on how to use Millard 

Longman’s Acidus Novus1 as part of a 

sequence of routines that combine 

billets with a pendulum at a table or 

walk around setting. He then moved on 

to what he called his ‘Commando Set’. 

Far more colourful than Maven’s idea of 

‘Nothing’, the commando set refers to 

being able to perform any time anywhere using nothing more than a few business 

cards and coin envelopes. Many forum posters boast of this ability, but it was 

hugely impressive to see it action. Bob showed new and bold methods for 

performing a combination of Larry Becker’s ‘Sneak Thief’ and Bob Cassidy’s ‘Fourth 

Dimensional Telepathy’. It was great to see a real worker sharing his valuable 

insights and attendees were pleased with the content. 

1 In keeping with Millard’s request and our own set of operating principles, Bob did not explain or 

expose Acidus Novus, but showed how it can be a part of a larger presentation. 

 

ParaLabs - Sense and Meaning 

 

After a quick break, the attendees were presented with a tour de force of meaningful 

mentalism from the minds behind ParaLabs – Thomas Heine and Rainer Mees. The 

duo prepared a wonderful 90 minute lecture, complete with slide show and a 100 

page set of published notes!  

Their theme was ‘Sense and Meaning’, where sense referred to the five senses (or do 

we have six?) and sensibility, which, when combined with meaning, allowed them 

to explore a variety of deep themes that resonate with all of us: 

 Conclusion and discernment 

 Self-awareness 

 Astonishment 

 Love and trust 

 Confidence, comfort and encouragement 

 Creeps and alarm 

 Dismay and consternation 

 Sympathy and compassion 

 Sentimentality, melancholy and nostalgia 

Each of these themes was explored through demonstrations and discussions of 

effects and routines that are well known within magic and mentalism, but that 

have not been cast in this way. Thomas and Rainer showed how standard 

mentalism revelations (e.g. of numbers or playing cards) lack emotion or meaning; 

                                           
 



using their image cards, they showed how such revelations can relate to memories 

and laterally connected feelings.  

‘Imagine the seaside on a sunny day, seagulls braying, the salt air, seawater 

spattering in the air as waves crash on nearby rocks, and the sound of children 

playing in the distance.’  

The group was intrigued with a wonderful demonstration of the old classic Ring on 

Rope that used an ornate ring and silver chain, originating from a German nun 

who came to the assistance of a soldier held in an American prisoner of war camp 

during World War II.  

The ring was from the nun’s habit (for 

me it evoked imagery from the novel The 

Gargoyle by Andrew Davidson, which 

has a wonderful set of scenes at a 

German mystical order). The 

demonstration was about the family 

and friends in our lives and how, if we 

just trust in them, we will find the 

support we need. This was quite an 

emotional demonstration that had us 

all gripped. 

 

The creepiest demonstration uses a new set of photographs of asylum rooms in 

Berlin. The images have a slight greenish glow to them and the routine unfolds 

using a very clever method of selection that pushes this type of routine well beyond 

anything out there at the moment. 

We next explored the science of the left and right brain. Thomas and Rainer had a 

set of number and word association tests that revealed the different tendencies in 

the group for right and left brain cognition (i.e. logic and creativity). The tests were 

intriguing and challenging, while the results compelling. What better way to select 

a participant than identifying a highly creative, empathic thinker! 

The lecture concluded with a discussion of the Magic Shard Tree, a story of 

someone who recorded her memories and impressions on small glass shards hung 

from a tree. The participants’ thoughts are then seen to materialise on a glass 

shard produced from the pocket of the performer. 

Taken together, the Sense and Meaning lecture was one of the finest I have seen in 

mentalism. Thomas and Rainer are on the cutting edge of creation and 

performance in our craft. The demonstrations have been road tested and honed to 

perfection.  

Luke Jermay  

 

After lunch we were treated to a quick cameo 

appearance from Luke Jermay who did a nice 

demonstration of direct mind reading with a 

twist. Before revealing a word that was in 

Madelon’s mind, he made a few quick notes on 



a piece of paper. Sealing this in an envelope, Luke told his volunteer that ‘...what 

you don’t know won’t hurt you, but knowing that you don’t know will…’ He then 

revealed the word she was thinking of, which related to her future and gave her the 

option of reading what was in the envelope or not.  

Like the demonstrations from Daniele Nigris and Thomas and Rainer, Luke left 

many questions unanswered and provided a sense of suspense for all of us as the 

sealed envelope was handed to Madelon.  

 

Madelon Hoedt – Making research meaningful 

Luke was followed by Madelon Hoedt, who lectured on meaningful research for 

performance and thinking carefully about crafting a show from the very first stages. 

She argued that an audience should be seen as a ‘them’ and not as an ‘it’; it is not 

some passive recipient of our super power, but a diverse group (or a collection of 

diverse small groups as Daniele noted) that will react to and participate in what we 

do very differently. She organised her lecture into Pre-show, Persona and 

Performance. 

For Madelon, Pre-show is not necessarily acquiring audience information 

beforehand, but careful thinking about the kind of effects one seeks to achieve, 

what effect one will have on the audience, what experience one wants to the 

audience to have and how one wants them to feel once they have seen the show.  

Persona certainly relates to 

the kind of character one 

wants to be one stage, but she 

drew on her own research on 

performance and horror to 

suggest that in many ways, we 

are ‘monsters’ for our 

audiences as we carry an air 

of mystery into any situation. 

Pre-show preparations can 

combine with Persona to 

reinforce our ‘montrousness’ 

and build throughout the 

Performance to have the 

desired effect on the audience. 

 

Scott Grossberg – Talking to the Future 

The day culminated with nearly two hours of Scott Grossberg sharing his approach 

to performance. Across his presentation, Scott made the string case for ‘bringing 

magic back in’; a magic that is non-denominational (don’t call him a psychic) that 

draws on the historical understanding of the term as ‘that which transforms’. 

Scott’s goal is to transform people through his work, whether this is one on one, 

group work, stage performance, or motivational speaking.  

As a trial lawyer, Scott commands the attention of the audience and grips them 

with his word while catching them in a fixed gaze. Everyone in the room is felt to be 



part of the performance as he looks directly at them and starts to talk about their 

concerns, their tendencies, and the likely decisions they are likely to take.  

 

Scott shared his thinking behind Bauta and in particular his notions of the Mask, 

the Beast, the Light and the Shadow. He showed how these four powerful ideas 

could be applied to a person’s free choice of a single Tarot card. He complemented 

this demonstration with his Four Questions and asked Luke Jermay to assign a 

number from 1 to 9 to denote how satisfied he was across the four questions. The 

numbers were then related to the four suits of the Minor Arcana in the Tarot deck 

and created a powerful reading on the spot without actually using any cards. 

Scott’s lifetime study of symbols, cards and esoteric meanings are clearly evident as 

he focuses on a person and accesses the messages that he receives through 

contemplation. He speaks in a direct and authoritative manner that commands the 

attention of his audience, and yet there remains an empathy and compassion in his 

tone. 

Hotel Tavistock 

 

A core of us wandered back to the Hotel Tavistock for a lively meal and further 

demonstrations from Daniele Nigris and Scott Grossberg involving inductions and 

other displays of mind mastery. These discussions were continued after dinner 

when many of the attendees got together in the bar. Daniele showed us more of his 

work and was joined by Scott and Rainer Mees who demonstrated their ideas on 

induction and hypnosis. As always, the atmosphere was an easy one, of talking, 

thinking and sharing of information, and of simply having fun as socialising went 

hand in hand with lengthy discussions on the practicalities of readings. It is these 

moments that are often remembered by those present: no egos, no superstars, but 

instead, a frank discussion, demonstrations of new material and ideas, and, 

perhaps most important, having a terrific time! 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


